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Market Comment in Response to Brexit
It is difficult to accurately predict the short-term impact on the global economy and
stock markets from the United Kingdom leaving the European Union, but we expect
the yen to rally as the market turns to more risk-free assets, which runs the risk of
driving down stock prices, particularly for exports-related companies.
Stock prices could be particularly impacted for those Japanese companies that have
a high sales ratio or major production or sales locations in the UK as uncertainty
lurks.
However, we believe there is a low chance of a financial crisis and a drawn-out
crash in market prices, similar to that following the collapse of Lehman Brothers,
based on the statement by the Minister of Finance, Taro Aso, that he would firmly
respond to currency market movements, and expectations that central banks
worldwide will collectively implement mitigation measures, such as liquidity
provisions.
We are forecasting record profit levels for Japanese companies this fiscal year, and
so find stock prices to be undervalued on the current market.
In addition, we expect companies to continue reducing their cash stockpiles in the
form of record-high dividend pay-outs and stock buy-backs, which should act as a
tailwind for market prices. If the current market chaos proves to be short-lived, our
predictions are for a rally in Japanese stocks.
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made based on the content provided therein. It does not constitute an offer or an investment
recommendation to purchase or sell investment funds or to execute any other types of
transactions. It makes no guarantee for the accuracy, reliability, currency and completeness of
the information provided herein. The content of this document is subject to change without notice.
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accept no liability for any damages whatsoever arising from action taken on the basis of the
contents of this document. Any simulated performance data and/or past performance data is not
a reliable indicator of future performance. Income from investments may fluctuate and investors
may not recoup the amount originally invested. This financial promotion has been approved by
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